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We would like to share this cover purchased at a recent
HSC weekly auction. It is a commercial cover addressed
to the National Bank of India, Ltd, Calcutta, India. It
used 56 stamps of 1 Mlrd (1 billion Marks), Scott # 294
that lists in in the
2015 edition at $1.90 used and $2.60 on cover.
The postmark reads 14-11-23; this is November
14, 1923. The local postal rate for November 12
was 10 Mlrd.

VOLUME 49
ISSUE 3
MAY / JUNE
2015

PROMOTING STAMP COLLECTING FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
IN SOUTH FLORIDA.

The 56
stamps
would add to
56 Mlrd, that
could have
been the international rate depending on the actual, unknown,
weight of the mail piece. From another source I
found that the international postal rate for less than
20 grams was 40 Mlrd.

Germany stamp - Audrey
Hepburn (See page 4)

Michel lists this stamp as # 325, and €2.50 used
and £3.50 on cover.. Lets do the math using the
Scott catalogue. We would consider one stamp on
cover, $2.50 and 55 used $ 143 for a total catalogue value of $145.50 US CY. I only
paid $10, not bad a deal! Using the Michel numbers, the total catalogue value in
EUROs would be € 141.

Houdini (magician) on
stamps … See pages 6/7

These last two photos show characteristics of
the Inflation era in Germany 1923. The first,
piles of new bank notes awaiting distribution
at the Reichsbank during the hyperinflation,
and the second, banknotes had lost so much
value that they were used as wallpaper. ©

HSC Auction; summarizing
the rules and practices
(See page 5)

Philatelic Treasure Hunt / German
Inflation Era Cover… See page 8

It takes two to tango;
(See page 6)
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The “Hollywood Philatelist” is a bimonthly publication of
the Hollywood Stamp Club. APS Chapter # 0665-052140
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Hollywood Stamp Club Officers and Members of the
Board for 2015

Houdini, the Rabbi son’s on US stamp.

Chairman of the Board: Karl V. Shallenberger

This is how he initiated jumps from different bridges. The first jump was
done handcuffed in Detroit where he was able to free himself from the
handcuffs under water.

6)

E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Stephen Ehrlich

The U.S. Postal Service honored Houdini with a special postage stamp
(Scott # 3651, issued on July 3, 2002. This
was the first US stamp honoring a magician. France, on the other hand, issued a
semi-stamp honoring Houdini in 1971
(Scott # B 450).

E-Mail: sjeinsunrise@hotmail.com
Vice-President: Parker Bailey, Jr.

Editor: Enrique Setaro

Treasurer (temporary): Richard Knierim

The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multi-Purpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.

Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey

(Cont. from page

Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: William Armstrong, Jacqueline Cortes, Art Morris, Eileen
Griewisch, Robert Levoie, Jr. and Richard Sandler

In may 1907 he made a leap in Rochester, NY, with shekels on his ankles. Two weeks later he made a leap in front of 40 thousand people in
Pittsburg.

Editor: Enrique Setaro

Houdini realized that the audience’s excitement grew the
larger he stayed under the
water; so he began to practice in a pool and was able to
hold his breath for three
minutes.

Map showing the location of the HSC’s meeting place, the Fred Lippmann
Multi-Purpose Center, 2030 Polk Street Hollywood, FL 33020

All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

His success as a magician
forced him to keep jumping
in winter and, to get used to
the cold water, he placed ice
inside the swimming pool.

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305)428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

The came the famous water
tank escapes placed in theaters. Despite the danger he faced Houdini died of natural death in
1926. He was buried in a bronze box he used for his acts of submerging.

Enrique Setaro, HSC Editor

Also show here is a copy of one of the posters advertising the Houdini magic show.

Member No. 1622

Just to be on the safe side, make sure you know were your stamps are as all time during the meeting—
Who knows if Houdini or some other magician/stamp collector might make them disappear! ©

Born in Argentina, 1941
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It take two to Tango! ,

by Editor

HSC Newsletter …………………………………………. 2
HSC Officers/BODs & Meeting place ……………… 2

From Wikipedia: It takes two to tango is a common idiomatic expression which suggests something in which more than one person or other entity are paired in an inextricably-related and active manner, occasionally with negative connotations. The tango is
a dance which requires two partners moving in relation to each other, sometimes in
tandem, sometimes in opposition. The meaning of this expression has been extended to
include any situation in which the two partners are by definition understood to be essential -- as in, a marriage with only one partner ceases to be a marriage.
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It takes two to tango …………………………. 6
Houdini … on Stamps …………………………. 6/7

The bandoneon (or bandonion, Spanish: bandoneón) is a type
of concertina particularly popular in Argentina, Uruguay, and Lithuania. It is
an essential instrument in most tango ensembles from the traditional typical
orchestra of the 1910s onwards, and in folk music ensembles of Lithuania.
The bandoneon, so named by the German instrument dealer, Heinrich
Band (1821–1860), was originally intended as an instrument for religious and popular music of the day, in contrast to its predecessor, more folk
music inclined German concertina (or Konzertina). Around 1870, German
and Italian emigrants and sailors brought the instrument to Argentina, where it was adopted into the
nascent genre of tango music, a descendant of the earlier “milonga.”

Philatelic Treasure Hunt: German Cover …. 8

Philatelic Calendar.
MAY 5 .. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
MAY 12 .. Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
MAY 19.. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
MAY 26 .. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

These two elements, two tango dancers and the
“bandoneon”, are the elements shown in the Argentina / France 2006 Tango Joint
Stamp Issue.

JUN 2 .. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
JUN 9 .. Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
JUN 16.. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

JUN 23.. $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

JUN 30 >> GO — GO A U C T I O N

The Argentine set include two
stamps: 75 cents and 4 pesos
(Scott # 2395-96). The French set includes also two stamps: 53 and 90 cents (Scott # 3224-25). Both
sets show a couple of tango dancers and a musician playing the “bandoneon”.©

Club News

Houdini, the Rabbi son’s on US stamp. By Jose Jablonki
Born in Budapest in 1874, his family migrated to Appleton, US, on his early years.
Named Ehrich Weiss, while still a boy he began to show ability to open locks at his
family home.
Later he adopted the nickname “Houdiini”, in honor of Jean E. Robert Houdini, top
French magician. At that time the magicians did not have technical skills, that they
have today.
Houdini was an exceptional case, he gets possessed with creating tricks such as unmatched physical powers and the ability to pick looks to escape from impossible places.



We have seem in the last months many new members being approved.



With the flow of arrival of new members and the show birds from Canada and the northern US States, we have seen the flow of new and varied philatelic lots at the auctions.



With the mobile cabinets it is much easier to have the needed catalogues at hand. Close
to the lots area.



Roland B. Morris, an HSC Member has shared with us
this Australian Postal Envelope. It was issued on
Feb 6, 2002 to commemorate the Salt Lake 2002
Olympics. It is a FDC and was sent to him by an Australian stamp dealer. He received the cover on April
28, 2015. It is assumed that the Australian PO accepted the envelope for postage even if 13 years
have passed.

For this he became famous in Europe and the US. When he thought the audience was bored, Houdini
would create new tricks. ……. (Cont. Page 7)
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GERMANY 2001 MOVIES SET: AUDREY HEPBURN STAMP, By Editor

HSC Auctions: sellers’ To-Do-List, By Editor

The stamps of this set of five (Scott B890-94) were printed as part of
a series featuring classic film stars, including Marylyn Monroe, Charlie
Chaplin, Audrey Hepburn, Greta Garbo & Jean Gabin. It was only after
production that the representative of A. Hepburn was contacted for
copyright permission.

Describe lots much as possible. If no specific catalog numbers are available, show the country and time period of the stamps.
When possible include the catalog used and year, catalog numbers and
catalog valuation. If the stamps are used indicate is they are postally
used, CTO’s or revenue use.

“In the original photo, she’s had sunglasses hanging from her mouth,
but they had flipped the negative and replaced the
glasses with a cigarette holder. He suggested either
the original photo or an alternative, but the German
postal service hastily replaced the actress with a generic film roll and ordered the stamps to be destroyed.

In the case of Great Britain ’s QV, KEVII and KGV used stamps are worth 1/3
of the catalog value of postally used stamps. For example 1884 QV stamp
[Scott #109] is listed at $550, postally used. In this case, non-postal cancels
would be valued at 1/3 of this value or $183, NOT $550. Here we show a KGV
10 s. seahorse with a revenue cancellation.
If you are not sure about the total item catalog value, include an estimate.
Avoid “MANY $” or “????”. Also indicate the time period of the stamps in some way ]XIX century, pre1940, modern, current postage stamps, etc.].

Two sheets (of ten stamps each) were spared, one
for the Postal Service Archives and one for the German Post Museum; however two additional sheets of stamps disappeared .

A common mistake with German Flight Covers with this red Postmark is to describe it as a Zeppelin Cover; actually is is just a
Lufthansa Flight Cover.

During the last six years, five of the missing stamps were sold at auction for between € 62,500 and €173,000 by stamp appraise Andreas
Schlegel..

If you are using a catalog other than SCOTT indicate the name,
year, valuation in foreign currency [€, £, etc.] and convert to US CY

In 2010, a rare sheet of 10 stamps depicting Audrey Hepburn fetched
€430,000 at a charity auction in Berlin, two thirds of which will go to
help educate children in sub-Saharan Africa.

If you ARE SURE the stamp (s) and cancellation (s) are genuine say
it explicitly.
If you know the items are forgeries or private reprints, add this info
to the description. If you are NOT sure if the lot item (s) are genuine
explicitly say this and mark it “AS IS”. If the stamps or cancellations
are NOT genuine the catalog value of a genuine stamp should NOT be added.

The mint condition sheet of 10 stamps featuring Hepburn, a coy smile
on her face and a long, black cigarette holder dangling from her lips,
brought a profitable outcome to a botched stamp series that should
have been destroyed years
ago — and evokes Hepburn’s starring role in the
1963 thriller Charade, in
which the characters chase a set of rare stamps.

Here are some guidelines:

The German Postal Service printed 14 million of the Hepburn
stamps in 2001, that were later destroyed. In 2004, a single
stamp with Hepburn smoking, postmarked Berlin, landed on
auctioneer Andreas Schlegel’s desk. Between2004 and 2009,
four other Hepburn stamps turned up and were authenticated., and were sold at auctions. ©
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Unless you note anything in the description, it would be assumed the items to be genuine



For individual stamps or a set you MUST include the Scott Number and catalog value



If it is determined that the lot does not match the description and the buyer wants to return it for
a full refund, then the seller MUST honor it.



If the item is a reprint, the seller should NOT include the catalog value of the genuine stamp; this
would be misleading. ©
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